INTRODUCTION
The   translation   Is  'God  Is   most  great, eminent  is  His  glory\
but the same words slightly rearranged can mean ; Akbar is God, let His brightness shine forth3. The names of the months and days of the Ilahi Era were identical with those of the old Persians. The twelve months as found on the coins are;
 1.	Farwardm.	5. Amardad.	9. Agar,
 2.	Ardibihislit.	6. Shahrewar.	10. 131.
8. Khurdaci	7. Hlhr.	11. Xklmian.
4. Tir.	8. Aban.	12. Isfandarmuz.
In further token of his partial desertion of the Muhammaclan Faith, we find that some very rare issues of Akbar's Ilahi coinage are decorated with designs taken from life. There are the celebrated hawk mohar from Asir mint, a cluck mohar from Agra mint, and the well-known half-rnohar bearing the figures of Rama and Slta, two or three specimens of which are extant. All three coins are to be seoii in the British Museum.
All the Ilahi coins of Akbar are of good, clear workmanship, and care was taken to see that the die was not bigger than the flaiu In the latter respect these coins are in favourable contrast with the earlier Akbar issues from which the marginal details are so often and so cxasperatingly absent. The Hah! Era was used by Akbar's successors Jahanglr, Shah Jahan, and Murad Baklish, often in combination with the Hijri date.
Jahanglr struck round and square coins in gold and silver. His copper money is rare. It was never the custom of any Indian ruler to recall the monetary issues of his predecessors, and the bilztirs were still encumbered with the enormous copper issues of Slier Shah and Akbar. .These had been, minted in such numbers and were bo durable that they seem, to have satisfied the need for copper money clown to the end of the dynasty. The only emperors after Akbar whose copper money is at all common are Aurangsseb and Shah 'Alain, II.
It was under Jahanglr that the Mughal coinage attained its highest level of excellence, I have already asserted that the Agra coins of this emperor's fifth and sixth years can challenge comparison in boldness of execution and artistic merit with the best issue** of other countries, Jahanglv's money is full of variety and interest. The coins in both gold and silver, which were struck in the timfe few years of the reign, are generally some forty grains heavier than the usual average weights of 168 grains for the mohar, and 173 or 174 for the rupee. An interesting reference to these heavy coins is contained in Mr. 0. J* Rodgers* paper '.Tahangir'H Mohurs a»d Bupees', 'J.A.S.B.) 1894. As a rule each mint had its own Persian

